This monthly newsletter compiles information on the upcoming and last activities carried out by the EUIPO in the context of the EU-Funded IP projects implemented on behalf of the European Commission.

IP Key Projects

**IPKey China**

Past activities

- **IP Café: academics and modernisation of the IP System**

Upcoming activities

- 18-19 September: Annual EU-China Judicial Forum
- 18-19 October: 2023 EU-China forum on criminal IP enforcement

**IPKey South-East Asia**

Past activities

- High-Level Study Visit on Geographical Indications

Support to 20th Anniversary Celebration of the GI Law of Thailand

**IPKey Latin America**

Past activities

- Support to 20th Anniversary Celebration of the GI Law of Argentina

Support to 20th Anniversary Celebration of the GI Law of Chile
IPKey Latin America

Past activities

**Enforcement week - Forum on Enforcement in the digital world**

**Enforcement week - Seminar for judges**

**Geographical indications for Andean countries: Challenges and Opportunities**

**Enforcement week – Seminar on border enforcement in MERCOSUR**

**IP Key LA Inaugurates Its Offices for MERCOSUR Projects in Brazil**

Upcoming activities

7-8 September:  
**Webinar for Copyright Directors of Andean Countries**

September - December:  
**Study visit to support International Treaties**

October - December:  
**Workshop on trade marks: best practices on bad faith and colour marks**

---

Other International IP Cooperation Projects

**EUGIPP**

Past activities

**EUIPO to participate in the WIPO World GI symposium**

**Support for ISO 9001 certification - modernisation and alignment of quality management systems**

**CARIPi**

Past activities

**Hybrid Consultation meeting with Heads of CARIFORUM IPOs**

**The CarIPi Project Launches Cohort 2 of its Mentorship Programme**
Upcoming activities

5 September:
Online workshop on common practices in TM examination

20 September:
Online meeting with CARIFORUM IPOs. Focus: regional common list of goods and services

AFRIPI

Past activities

Side event on Geographical Indications in Africa at the 5th AU-EU Agricultural Ministerial Conference

AfriPI’s mission on geographical indications to Egypt

Support for the setup of innovation platforms in OAPI pilot countries - Abidjan

Upcoming activities

4 August:
Technical support for the development of the legal framework for GIs in other countries

7-8 September:
Technical support for the development of the legal framework for GIs in the ARIPO Member States

12-14 September:
Consultative roundtable on enforcement of IPR for North African countries - Tunisia

AL-INVEST- VERDE IPR

Past activities

Seminar on the governance of geographical indications (GIs) for artisan products in Brazil

Study visit INPI Brazil and hybrid seminar

Upcoming activities

31 August - 2 September:
‘IPR Tools and the Bioeconomy’: Second Participation at Green Rio

29-30 September:
Introducing an IPR panel in CATALISA ICT / ANPEI Event 2023

If you (or your institution) are interested in the implementation of these activities as experts please register in the Call of Expression of interest
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